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About This Game

With over 50,000,000 plays over the previous parts, the Incursion series has enthralled and challenged many players over the
years. Now you can save your world from darkness in new Incursion: The Thing. Bigger! Faster! Stronger!

Join Targa Wrathbringer and Kel Hawkbow on their journey to save Danalor from hordes of monsters, undead and demons.
Find powerful runes, construct armies, upgrade your heroes abilities and battle against epic bosses in this Tower Defense RPG

hybrid.

[h1]Highlights:[/h1]

- Survival Challenge
- 50+ enemies, each with unique abilities and weaknesses.

- Terrifying bosses that will put you to the test.
- 8 different heroes to enhance your play, with special attacks!

- 25+ game stages and 16 special army upgrades
- 60+ achievements. Can you get them all?
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On Norwegian toll gate outside Kristiansand, at least one of the overhead signs says "M\u00f8nt\/Coin". However, Danish
"M\u00f8nt" is written "Mynt" in Norwegian Bokm\u00e5l\/Nynorsk. This sign of Danish colonial imperialism must be
removed from the roads of my Norwegian homeland!. You can read this review with screenshots at: 
http://www.supchucks.com/2017/06/01/game-review-killers-and-thieves-pc/

The first thing you’ll notice about Alex Thomas’ Killers and Thieves is the eye-catching art style. At least, that’s what drew me in
initially. That and the premise of the game. In this game, you manage a guild of thieves and take your team of swindlers on
heists around the various boroughs that make up the medieval city of Greypool.

Thomas is the lone developer behind the game. Previously, he helped co-create The Banner Saga. The Viking-themed RPG has
been entertaining fans since its release in 2014. While Killers and Thieves might be a self-admitted side project, I have a feeling
this game will build a similar size fanbase. It’s just fun to play and looks great.

The majority of the game revolves around Heists. Story Heists might require specific thieves from the storyline or thieves with
an important skill. However, for the most part, you can Heist any location on the map and send your team of four thieves into
the streets to burgle and loot. To find the best places to go on Heist missions, be sure to stake out the homes of the rich first. The
more stacks of gold on the map, the better loot you can find in nearby buildings.

Throughout your gameplay, you’ll embark on story missions when you’re not staking out and heisting other locations. A few of
the key story missions include stylized cinematics that harkens back to another thieving game that holds a special place in my
heart, Thief: The Dark Project. I’m not sure if the style and themes are an obvious homage to that game. Either way, it fills me
with a little bit of nostalgia. The main characters of the game, Key and Candle, are trying to cement their legacy in this city of
thieves. Of course, that legacy depends on your skills at the game.

The key to a successful Heist is strategically crafting the most well-rounded team. You’ll need a thief who can pick locks, one
who can scout ahead, and another who can get their hands dirty when guards stumble upon what you’re up to. Successfully
managing your team and learning to use them all together smoothly will result in fruitful Heists and a thriving thieves guild.

After a successful Heist, you’ll have plenty of new items to sell back to the very citizens you stole them from. The ol’ five finger
discount they say. When you scout out the various boroughs of Greypool shops will pop up that specialize in the different item
types. Weapons, liquor, jewelry, clothing, and all the finest items you swipe. Shakedown a store that specializes in clothing and
you can use the shop to fence your clothing loot, and so on for the other categories. However, make sure to manage your various
shops wisely. Each store has a weekly upkeep price that chips away at your coffers of gold. You’ll need that gold to pay your
thieves and keep them happy.

Perhaps the most important aspect of managing the Guild in Killers and Thieves is training your team of thieves in their
specialized skills. The three main attributes of a thief are Strength, Skill, and Stealth. Strength determines how much loot they
can carry and how bad of a beating they can take before falling in combat. Skill controls how fast a thief can pick a lock or
search for loot. You don’t want to sit at a locked door out in the open too long for a guard to come upon you. Finally, Stealth
influences how well a thief can sneak around and when hiding in the shadows, how well they hide from guards and nobles. It’s
best to specialize in one of these three skills depending on the thieves abilities.

Each thief can have up to three abilities. Locking picking, knife fighting, and eavesdropping are some of the most important
abilities for a thief to have. A smart build for a knife fighter would include high Strength. To make sure your fighter has the hit
points to outlast a tough guard. Like I said before, making a team that has someone who can handle the important tasks is
essential. Furthermore, training in abilities and skills takes experience and leveling up to accomplish. So make sure you embark
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on many heists to level up your team and get better at thieving. Another downfall of the game is the lack of multiple saves. You
have to start over if you want to experience a new game all over again. Unfortunately, this deletes the previous game save.

Even though Thomas was the only developer, the game still has a great deal a depth in the gameplay. However, I have come
across a few bugs in my gameplay that was a little frustrating. My biggest issue was my window climber climbing to the top of a
building and getting trapped in a level of the home and not being able to move. The only fix was to auto-run at the end of the
Heist. Sadly, this forces the thief to suffer through a jail sentence. Or even worse, death! Yet, it’s understandable to have a few
bugs slip through the cracks with the small dev team. You can’t catch everything.

Killers and Thieves is a fun, seemingly simple Roleplaying/Strategy game. However, once you really get into heisting and
thieving, it’s easy to lose track of the time. The action portion of the game is quick to learn, yet, difficult to master. I highly
recommend the game for any fan of RPGs. Just make sure when your thieves get to feeling blue, you let them blow it all off at
the tavern.. Pretty good HOG game except little ugly characters it have decent and detailed visuals, little more complicated
puzzles than in most HOG games out there, many times not harder but longer and little tedious but overall it is quite decent and
enjoyable game.. Terrible controls.. This game is somewhat fun and I like the variety of tools to use to solve the puzzles,
however every time I play, it refuses to close. I will close out of the game and it will return to the desktop, but Steam still lists it
as running and task manager doesn't show it running. I'm pretty sure it's an issue with the game itself as I have never had this
problem with other games, but have had the problem multiple times with this one. As such, it makes it almost unplayable unless
you want to have to restart your computer every time you want to exit the game.. I quite liked this one! It's not the greatest, but
certainly better than other HOPAs I've played lately. The art is lovely and I like the whimsical fairytale setting. Voice acting is
fine. The story isn't bad either (although I like rats...). The puzzles are pretty easy, but not really more so compared to other
HOPAs. There is an alternate mini game offered if you're like me and don't really enjoy hidden object scenes. Achievements
are easy to get 100%.. Helo yes I am like the good game yes I beat it 2 tiem or 3? and it fun and god but I have 2 proble m

1:: pls give option for less particl es becuz it make my cumputer cry snd it go very sloww

  2
please make propper windowed mode because gam is of-set on my screen and it's annoy

I enurstand the DEEP AND SYMBOLIC meaning behing the'se mechanic but they♥♥♥♥♥♥ Please fix it thank. Their are
dozens of puzzle games these days. Some are really fast action things like tetris or Bequeled where you have to think on your
feet and have fast reflexes. Others are esoteric and ask you to solve problems like adventure games in the vein of myst, king's
quest, machinarium, etc.

This game struggles with picking a camp. Some levels ask you to go through outrageously fast, while others take a lot of time (or
at least it feels like a lot of time by comparison). It also has a reallly terrible difficulty curve that seesaws between difficult
levels and cakewalks which you have to deal with starting in the first chapter of the game, and is still an issue by the fourth and
last area.

Graphics and controls do their job, I kinda like straight up space: Lots of pretty pictures of Nebulas and Wolf-Rayet Stars and
things are included in this game. It's always easy to tell what is background and what is a phyiscs object, which some of these
games struggle with.

You get levels that ask for a degree of pre-planning and then precision execution of each step, and then levels with such a
bizarre 1-step solution that the only way to find it is to keep throwing trial and error restarts using different angles and timings,
and then watch the game play itself when you finally get it right.

This is the main problem with the game. Satisfaction. It's addictive enough where you want to beat all these par challenges, but
once you've overcome them, you don't get any sense of "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YEAH I DID IT"
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10/10 rubber chicken wallbangs
If you like listening to a bunch of nerds ramble on this is for you!. Really great game that reminds me of many many hours lost
in front of Boulderdash and Supaplex. The dev is also a fantastic and lovely guy who has done a lot to support his fellow indie
devs, and for that I would give him eternal thumbs up. This is a must buy and the different tilesets are a great feature. Music is
great too :). I used two hours to finish, and I was looking for DLC

+ eyes candy
+ optional nude module (check community hub)
+ interesting game system (qix clone)
+ lovely trading cards
- controller not support. A nice little RPG that you can past time easily.. Busted and buggy. The game is fun but it is lacking a
lot of details and polish. Feels pretty empty.. If you're interested in playing it but don't want to purchase it, the original is
available online for free. just as good (aka unnerving) as the original.. It has nice graphics, and the idea is cool, but the gameplay
is too tedious to be fun and the game is way too expensive for what it is. Not recommended.. OH doesn't fit at all, oh what have
I done?!

O p t i o n a l

Listen to it on youtube and decide whether you should buy it or not, jesus you guys play grand strategy not modern military
shooters, you should know better.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1r-Gy-S_3QI. -Short Review-

+ Pros:

*Good art style

- Cons:

*Glitched \/ poorly orchestrated puzzles

*Repetitive back-tracking

*More HOG scenes than puzzles

*Slow hint\/skip system

*Short gameplay

**Overall: Don't buy this game unless it's on sale and you're really curious to try it.
But, you're better off trying some other HOG games.

+ . + . + . + .

I was one of the folks who supported this game on Greenlight, and I was really rooting for it - but it turned out to be an almost
complete disaster.

I do like the art style and the concept of two sisters traveling in time (in short bursts, mind you), and the pendant that provides
time-traveling powers is a cool gimmick. But that's a drop in the bucket, I'm sad to say...

A number of the puzzles are broken, and at times I either had to wait until the 'skip' bar filled up (took about two minutes) or
reboot the game if the puzzle becomes unresponsive.
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There was a puzzle in the subway where I had to line up the circuit lines in the power core and it just disappeared altogether.
Secondly, I was trying to organize a set of colored USB sticks to get a security passcode - saved my game and exited for a break,
and came back to see that the puzzle not only restarted but it was also stuck in the intro phase of the puzzle and I couldn't even
get the sticks to light up and get the code - I had to reboot again to get past it. Also, the fuse puzzle on the safe was frustrating
because I had to use a combination of four symbols without them touching - in the same columns or diagonally - and it's near
impossible to solve. It's incredibly frustrating to experience.

The puzzles and HOG scenes are the meat of the game, and since they're pretty much broken the game is rendered pointless and
frustrating - you'd really have to go out of your way to get it working.

Also, the story itself is another issue I have.

It's rushed, and there was a lot of potential to have it go in another direction but I guess the devs were strapped.
And there were some interesting additional characters (like a sooth-saying homeless man and a detective with a mysterious
past); they only appear once in the story and it's such a waste to cast their roles aside.

The homeless man acted like he knew about the secrets of the pendulum Lily and Madison had, and it seemed as if he could've
been part of a secret society, but he's never seen again after that initial meeting. Also, the detective would've added some more
depth - and length - to the story, but again, he was dropped after the first encounter. There just wasn't, ironically, enough time to
flesh them out in the game.

The story was short, choppy, and the ending - while ending on a happy note - it's unsatifying...

I had really hoped that this would be an enjoyable experience, but I just wasted $8 and five hours of my time trying to get past
tiresome glitches. There's no excuse for such a poor performance.. Fun and straightforward game.
The only con is the settings. There is no settings. You can't even adjust the audio volume or turn on/off controller vibration.
Recommend on sale.
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